A text document typically consists of a collection of regular structures such as words, lines and paragraphs, a slight movement of which seems less perceptible than, say, dithering of the document image. In this paper we exploit this property to watermark formatted text documents by shifting slightly certain lines and words, in order to discourage illicit distribution. We analyze two methods for reliable document identi cation in the presence of severe distortions introduced by photocopying, facsimile transmission and other processing. The correlation method uses document pro les directly for detection. To eliminate the e ect of certain distortions, the centroid method bases its decision on the distances between the centroids of adjacent pro le blocks. We present the maximum likelihood detectors for both methods and evaluate their relative performance. Our analysis indicates that line-shift generally has a smaller error than word-shift detection, and that the correlation detector outperforms the centroid detector provided certain distortions can be accurately compensated for before detection is attempted. These results have been applied to implement a marking and identi cation system and preliminary experimental results have been very promising.
I. Introduction
A way to discourage illicit reproduction of copyrighted or sensitive documents is to watermark the document before distribution. We have prototyped such a document marking and identi cation system. It automatically puts a unique and indiscernible mark on each document copy and registers its recipient. If an illicit copy is recovered the system detects the mark from the copy, identifying the original recipient. This paper explains the detection methods used in the identi cation subsystem and analyzes their performance. Preliminary experimental results show that very reliable identi cation can be achieved in the presence of severe distortions introduced by photocopying, facsimile transmission and other digital processing; see 11 ] .
A text document typically consists of a collection of regular structures such as words, lines and paragraphs. The basic idea of our approach is to exploit these regular structures in hiding marks. Since a slight movement of an entire structure seems less perceptible to human eye than, say, dithering of the document image, we can hide enough signal strength' in such movements to achieve accurate detection without the marks being perceptible. Hence, for instance, a text line can be moved up to encode a` 1' or To appear in the IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, 1998 8] ), that do not exploit the regular structure of text documents. The two approaches may be combined to encode more information: general image marking techniques can be applied to a document image that has already been marked by our techniques (but see comment below on binarization attack on marking of text images).
To mark a page certain text lines are shifted slightly up or down from their normal positions or certain words are shifted slightly left or right. The shifting pattern is di erent on di erent copies. To detect the marking, the horizontal pro les of lines and vertical pro les of words are compiled from a digitized image of the page. We have experimented extensively with two detection methods. The rst method, the correlation detection, treats a pro le as a discrete time signal and chooses the direction of shift that is most likely to account for the observed corrupted signal. To eliminate the e ect of certain distortions, the second method, the centroid detection, does not base its decision on the pro le directly. It detects the marking from changes in the spacing between the centroids of pro le blocks. For both methods, we have derived the maximum likelihood decision rules that minimize the average probability of error when all marking patterns are equally likely a priori.
The centroid method is explained in detailed in 13]. In this paper we present the correlation method and compare the relative performance of the two methods in detecting line shifts and word shifts. The performance comparison, con rmed by experimental results, leads to our adopting the centroid method to detect line shifts and the correlation method to detect word shifts in our document marking and identi cation system. In xII we de ne formally a pro le and propose a simple noise model to model how a horizontal or vertical pro le is corrupted by printing, photocopying, scanning and other processing. Based on this pro le model, we present in xIII the correlation and the centroid detectors and their probability of error. In xIV we use the error probabilities to make four performance comparisons. For each detection method we compare the performance of line versus wordshift detection, and for each type of pro le we compare the performance of the centroid versus correlation detector. We found that line-shift detection generally enjoys a smaller error probability than word-shift detection, and that the correlation outperforms the centroid detector on typical pro les provided certain distortions can be accurately compensated for before detection is attempted. Finally, we describe brie y in xV how these results are applied to implement a marking and identi cation system.
Watermarking as a means to protect copyright has received much attention recently. 7] , and papers in this issue. These general techniques either are not directly applicable to or do not exploit the regular structure of text documents. Moreover while transform based techniques seem ideal for marking images with rich greyscale it may not be well suited for binary images, such as an text image, since slight perturbation of image intensity can be easily removed by binarization. In 6] a cryptographic system for the secure distribution of electronic documents is described. In 3] the approach to indiscernibly mark each document copy by varying the line or word spacing or by varying certain character features slightly is proposed. In 12] an experiment is reported which reveals that a document can be distorted much more severely in one direction than the other, and a marking and identi cation strategy that exploits this di erence is described. The detection schemes reported in this paper are more sophisticated than those in 3], 12]. In 2] several ways to assign unique identi ers to copies of digital data are studied that are secure against collusion among recipients to detect and remove the marking.
Finally we comment on the applicability of the proposed technique, suitable only for formatted text documents. Marks placed in a text, using any technique including the proposed one, can always be removed by retyping the document. A large part of this e ort may be automated by character recognition devices. Alternatively the marks can be concealed by dithering the positions that contain information by larger amounts than the encoder uses to enter the information. In contrast, marks placed in pictures or speech are assumed to be indelible. The ability to remove text marks limits its applications. Text marking is well suited for protecting modestly priced documents, such as newspaper or magazine articles. We assume that if legal and illegal copies are distinguishable (a document with markings altered or removed can be easily identi ed to be illicit), and legal copies are a ordable, then most people will not seek out illegal copies. A similar assumption is made by the cable TV industry, where viewers can either buy a device to unscramble the signal on a premium channel or pay the cable operator. Attacks on the proposed text marking method are further elaborated in 4]. Countermeasures can be devised to make the distortion needed to conceal marks intolerable, to make it di cult to forge valid marks, and to make the marks more dicult to remove. For example, a publisher may watermark a document in postscript, but distribute marked copies in bitmap or paper. Then the marking process takes much less time than applying typical image marking techniques on bitmap images of the text, and can be performed in real-time before distribution. Moreover, for the recipients, it will be di cult to remove the marks and more expensive to redistribute the illicit copies.
Throughout the paper h(y) denotes an original unmarked and uncorrupted pro le and g(y) denotes its corrupted copy, marked or unmarked. By`X := Y ' or Y =: X' we mean`X is de ned as Y '. is the sum of grayscale along the vertical scan-lines x. For simplicity we assume that f (x; y), and hence the pro les h(y) and v(x), take continuous values. Figure 1 shows a typical horizontal pro le of three text lines and a typical vertical pro le of six words. Note the di erent scales on the two pro les. A horizontal pro le consists of distinct`columns' and`valleys'. The`columns' correspond to text lines and the`valleys' to interline spaces. The bulk of a column is several hundred bits for the shown digitization resolution. On the other hand a vertical prole has shorter columns and narrower valleys that are much less distinguishable. These examples will be used for illustration throughout this paper.
A text line can be marked vertically by shifting it slightly up or down from its normal position to carry one bit of the copy's unique identi er. To compensate for major distortions a line is marked only if it and its two neighboring lines are all su ciently long. The neighboring lines, called the control lines, are not marked. Alternatively a line can be marked horizontally by shifting certain words slightly left or right from their normal positions. The line is divided into some odd number of groups of words such that each group contains a su cient number of characters. Each even group is then shifted, possibly independently of other even groups, while each odd group, called the control group, remains stationary. Hence multiple bits of information can be embedded in a line by word shifting. The control lines, and control groups, are used to estimate and compensate for distortions in the horizontal pro le and the vertical prole, respectively. Both line-shift and word-shift marking can be considered within the same model where we have a pro le, denoted by h(y), that covers three`blocks'. For line-shift detection each block is the horizontal pro le of a text line. For wordshift detection each block is the vertical pro le of a group of words. The middle block is shifted slightly while the other two blocks, called the control blocks, are stationary.
B. Pro le noise
When the marked original is printed, photocopied, and then scanned, the text is typically distorted by translation, scaling, speckles (salt-and-pepper noise), rotation (skewing), blurring and other random distortions. For example, a skew angle between ?3 and +3 and an expansion or shrinkage of up to 2% have been observed in our experiments. From experience, photocopying introduces the most noise. A sample of an original text and its tenth copy is shown in Figure 2 .
Before document pro les are compiled, the scanned image is rst processed by standard document image processing techniques 18, Chapter 4], 16], 17] to remove skewing and speckles. Then pro les are compiled from the processed image. We assume that the translation and scaling are unknown but vary slowly with respect to the distance of encoding of a bit so that they are uniform across the encoding of a bit. They are estimated using the left and right control blocks and compensated for before detection is attempted; some heuristic schemes that have been tried are given in 12].
This series of processing is the motivation for us to include control blocks. The major distortions a ect the marked blocks and the control blocks in a similar fashion. This is exploited to remove structural distortions on the marked blocks after estimating them from the control blocks. Furthermore, by estimating the correlation structure of the remaining noise on the control blocks, the remaining noise on the marked blocks can be whitened to a signi cant extent.
Hence we assume that a pro le h(y) on some interval b; e] after distortion compensation is corrupted only by additive noise N (y) to become g(y) = h(y) + N (y); y = b; : : : ; e:
(1) We assume that N (y) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance 2 . This white Gaussian noise models all the distortions not accounted for as well as errors introduced in the compensation. A sample of noise N (y) measured from a horizontal and a vertical pro les is shown in Figure  3 . The corresponding empirical distributions of N (y) is shown in Figure 4 . From these gures the Gaussian model seems reasonable as a rst approximation.
III. Detection and performance
In this section we present the maximum likelihood decision rule and the probability of error for the correlation and the centroid methods.
A. Correlation detection
Suppose we are given an original unmarked pro le h(y) and its noisy marked copy g(y), each consisting of three blocks. In this subsection we present the correlation detector.
We think of the original unmarked pro le h(y) as a noisy communication channel, and marking as a signal that is transmitted onto this channel. Our objective is to detect the transmitted signal from the noisy received copy g(y).
Suppose the original unmarked pro le h(y) has three blocks de ned by the intervals b 1 ; e 1 ], b 2 ; e 2 ], and b 3 ; e 3 ] as shown in Figure 5 . We assume that h(y) = 0 between these intervals. Let h l (y) be the resultant pro le when the middle block is left shifted by > 0: 
Naturally we assume the shift is smaller than the interblock spacing. The pro le g(y) compiled from the illicit copy and after distortion compensation is corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise such that We have to decide whether the middle block is left or right shifted based on the observed pro le g(y). It is well known that the maximum likelihood decision rule under additive Gaussian noise can be implemented by a correlation detector 21, Chapter 4]. Standard procedure leads to the following propositions whose proofs are omitted.
Proposition 1: The maximum likelihood detector given the observed pro le g(y) is left shift if P e2 b2 h(y)(g(y ? ) ? g(y + )) 0 right shift otherwise Note that detection uses the pro les only around the middle block b 2 ; e 2 ].
We use the average probability of error
to evaluate the performance of the decision rule, where The pro le compiled from the illicit copy and after distortion compensation is We have shown in 13] that the centroid noises V i can be well approximated by zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variance 2 i given by 
To eliminate the e ect of translation, we base our de- right shift otherwise where 2 1 and 2 3 are the centroid noise variances of the left and right control blocks, respectively. Note that the test in the proposition does not require measurement of the pro le noise variance 2 since it appears in both 2 1 and 2 3 (see (7)). Only the three parameters H i ; w i ; i of each uncorrupted control block are necessary.
We evaluate the performance of this decision rule using the average probability of error given by (6).
Proposition 4: The error probability of the maximum likelihood detector in Proposition 3 is P E = erf( ? 
IV. Performance comparisons
In this section we make four performance comparisons based on the probabilities of error derived in the last section. For each detection method we compare line and wordshift detection, and for each type of pro le we compare the centroid and correlation detectors.
A. Model and summary
The error probabilities are functions of the uncorrupted pro le h(y) which is determined by the particular document under detection. Centroid detection depends on h(y) mainly through two parameters, its total weight and width. We can characterize the dependence of its error probability on these parameters. This characterization then provides a general but qualitative comparison of the centroid detection of line and word shifts (see xIV-B). Correlation detection on the other hand depends on the entire h(y).
To make concrete comparison we use simple models for horizontal and vertical pro les as explained next.
A horizontal pro le block is typically thin and tall with variations much smaller than the bulk of the pro le height (see Figure 1 ). Hence we model each horizontal pro le block by a deterministic block given by Using these simple models we compare the probabilities of error for both types of pro les under both methods. The gure of merit is a parameter such that the error probability P E = erf(? p ) (for horizontal pro les) or P E erf(? p ) (for vertical pro les). Let cl and ol be the gures of merit for centroid and correlation detection, respectively, of line shifts, and let cw and ow be those for centroid and correlation detection, respectively, of word shifts. Then the subsections in the sequel derive these 's as functions of the following pro le parameters (the typical values, in unit of pixel or 1/300 inch at 300 dots-per-inch digitization resolution, are from the examples in Figures 1 and 4 p ow ) provides only a lower bound on the error probability and the typical values of ol and ow are close. The table suggests that correlation detection outperforms the centroid detection for both line and word shifts. However correlation detection requires accurate compensation of translation of text introduced by the noise process whereas centroid detection does not, and hence centroid detection seems to perform better in practice on line shifts. This has led to our using centroid detection for line shifts and correlation detection for word shifts in our prototype system.
We present the derivation in the next four subsections. B. Line vs. word shift { centroid detection Our comparison is based on the expression for error probability for centroid detection in Proposition 4: ?1 e ?y 2 =2 dy. In a real document pro le the deviation i of the uncorrupted centroid from the center is typically negligible compared with the pro le width w i . Hence, from the expression for 2 i in (7), P E mainly depends on the total weight H i and width w i of the pro le over each block i. We will rst characterize P E 's dependence on H i and w i and then compare line and word-shift detection.
Suppose the height of pro le block i, i = 1; 2; 3, is uniformly increased by a factor of i > 0 so that they become i h(y); y = b i ; : : : ; e i :
The next proposition says that P E decreases with increasing pro le height.
Proposition 5: The probability of error P E ( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ) as a function of the scaling factor i > 0 to the pro le height is decreasing in each of its arguments. Proof and erf is increasing in its argument, the result follows. 2
The next proposition shows that the probability of error increases with pro le width.
Proposition 6: Suppose the weight of pro le block i is spread over a wider interval in such a way that the width w i is increased but the total weight H i and the centroid are unchanged. The probability of error P E (w 1 ; w 2 ; w 3 ) as a function of pro le width w i is increasing in each of its arguments. Proof. From (7) Since horizontal pro les are generally taller and narrower than vertical pro les (see Figure 1) , in view of the two propositions, line-shift detection generally has a smaller error probability than word-shift detection using the centroid method, as illustrated in Table I. C. Line vs. word shift { correlation detection From Proposition 2 the probability of error for correlation detector is P E = erf( ? r P h 2 (y) ? P h l (y)h r (y)
where h l (y) and h r (y) are computed from the original prole h(y) according to (2) and (3) Unlike in the centroid detection where the error probability depends on the pro le h(y) only through three parameters H i ; w i ; i , here, it depends on the entire h(y) over the middle block. To make concrete comparison we use the model described in xIV-A.
To
The following proposition describes the dependence of error probabilities on pro le height and width (assuming pro le width much bigger than size of shift). Hence a higher horizontal pro le (larger a h ) increases ol and decreases error probability, whereas pro le width w h has little e ect. For vertical pro le, on the other hand, both peak a v and width w v increases ow and decreases the error probability bound. From Table I this is not true for the pro le and noise example in Figures 1 and 4 . Indeed one might suspect that if we encode just a single bit per line by exploiting redundancy in multiple word shifts per line, then the error probability for word shifts might be smaller than that for line shifts under correlation detection. While we have not veri ed this directly our experimental results so far suggest that whether this might be true depends heavily on the noise on the pro les. For instance, the experiment reported in 11] shows that, depending on the orientation of the photocopying, word-shift detection with coding (using correlation method) can be at least as reliable as, or far more worse than, line-shift detection (using centroid method which performs better or worse than correlation detection of line shifts depending on noise). D. Centroid vs. correlation detection { line shift We assume for simplicity that each of the three blocks in a horizontal pro le, when unmarked and uncorrupted, have the same pro le in (11 The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 7 (2) shows that this probability is lower bounded by erf(? A way to discourage illicit redistribution of text documents is to mark each document copy so that the original recipient can be identi ed from an illicit copy. We have presented two maximum likelihood detectors to detect document markings from a noisy copy, one based on pro le measurement and the other based on centroid measurement. Using their probabilities of error, we have compared their relative performance in detecting line and word shifts. Our analysis suggests that for word shifts, correlation detection outperforms centroid detection; for line shifts, both methods have about the same performance provided certain distortions on line and word pro les can be compensated for.
From experience, translation of the entire text can sometimes be hard to compensate for accurately on a horizontal pro le, in which case correlation detector performs poorly. A horizontal pro le consists of distinct tall and narrow columns that can be approximated by delta functions situated at their centroids. This suggests using the centroid detection for line shifts. The e ect of translation of the entire text is eliminated by making detection decision based on the distance of the shifted centroid relative to its two control centroids.
These results have been used to design and implement a document marking and identi cation system that is robust against severe distortions in either the vertical or the horizontal direction. Directional distortion seems to be typical on today's copiers. Our system uses a strategy proposed earlier in 12] which takes advantage of the possibility that the vertical and horizontal pro les can be distorted to different degrees. A line is marked both vertically using line shifting and horizontally using word shifting. To detect the marking the probability of detection error on horizontal and vertical pro les are estimated using control lines and control groups, respectively. Detection is then made using the less noisy pro le. The system uses the centroid method to detect line shifts and the correlation method to detect word shifts. It has reliably detected markings using line and word shifts of 1/150 inch from photocopies of up to the 10th generation, from facsmile copies, and from document bitmaps that have gone through lossy compression. These experiments have been reported in 11]. 
